
Prof. Meltzer, The Roman contributions to the West--and to us  

-Statecraft and politics: cf. Vergil's Aeneid 6: "Remember, Roman, by your 

strength to rule earth's peoples--for your arts are to be these: to pacify, to impose 

the rule of law, to spare the conquered and battle down the proud"  

-Idea of unified Europe (cf. European Union today)  

-many Roman political practices influenced later European states  

-examples: compromise, tolerance, granting of autonomy, good public 

administration  

-Collection of laws and codes, system of administration  

-Roman law influenced British law, which became the: foundation of our 

legal system (also influenced Canon Law of the Church)  

-idea of Roman republic influenced our own republic  

-3 part system of government, with check and ~balances, part of 

Roman legacy  

-Roman terms: Senate, Senator, Capitol, republic, legislation  

-many structures of Roman empire lived on in the Roman Catholic Church  

-history of Middle Ages was history of church in many way 

-also, influence of Greco-Roman Culture on the East: 

Constantinople, capital of Byzantine Empire  

-Idea of empire and military might  

-empire of over 1,000 years!  

-survived in Holy Roman Empire of 800 AD  

-emulated, for good or ill, by later rulers from Charlemagne to Napoleon 

to Hitler  

- "Emperor" a Roman concept status claimed by Napoleon and 

others  

-"Caesar"--Czar in Russia; Kaiser in Germany  

-Ideals and morals  

-emphasis on individual freedom and autonomy  

-many Roman virtues are our own: virtus, gravitas, integritas, pietas  

-high ideals of conduct virtue=inner strength, pursuit of best self 

 -martial ideals: cf. stoicism. influence on armed forces  

-idea of divine destiny for Roman rule: cf. "manifest destiny" of America 

(symbol of eagle on dollar bill)  

-idea of selfless devotion to civic life: story of Cincinnatus  

-Business ideals: negotiate, patron, client, forum (marketplace) all Roman 

terms  

-Architectural models, building techniques, public monuments, city planning  



-arch, vault, dome, aqueducts, bridges, basilicas, roads, sewage system  

-Pantheon in Rome: cf. Jefferson Memorial in DC; imported obelisks (cf. 

Washington Monument); triumphal arches (cf. Arc de Triomphe in Paris)  

-standardized city plan used throughout Roman empire: grid plan 

influenced modem European towns today (cf. p. 37, Romans book)  

-architectural innovations still used today: eg use of concrete, atrium, 

vestibule, memorial columns, triumphal arches  

-Influence on European languages, literature, arts, philosophy.  

-Latin was universal language like English today, through Renaissance 

and Enlightenment periods (Harvey, Newton, Galileo all '~'rote in Latin); 

poets through Baudelaire (Romantic period) did too!  

-Romance languages based on Latin {French, Spanish, Italian, etc.)  

-transmitted Hellenic culture and myths to west (Roman poet Ovid 

influenced English Renaissance drama and poetry) 

-myths influenced painting, sculpture, and fine arts in Europe  

-Cicero set standard of rhetoric imitated by writers of founding US 

documents, Gibbon, Churchill, and Kennedy ("government of the people, 

by the people, for the people")  

-transmitted much of Greek philosophy, science, and art to the West  

-Important influence of Latin literature on later European literature  

-Influence on popular culture  

-panem et circenses: "bread and circuses." Idea of mass entertainment. Cf. 

football (Superbowl XXXVII), American Gladiator, the movie 

"Gladiator," etc.  

-Latin inscriptions on dollar bill; fasces (symbol of power of capital 

punishment; perverted by Mussolini, who paraded them in 1920s and 30s) 

-large percentage of English words based on Latin  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


